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EfficientLeadingZeroCount(LZC)Implementations
forXilinxFPGAs

AliZahir1,AneesUllah2,PedroReviriego3andSyedRiazUlHassnain2

Abstract—LeadingZeroCount(LZC)isafundamentalbuilding
blockinfloatingpointarithmeticanddatasketches.Theseapplica-
tionsareincreasinglybeingimplementedonFieldProgrammable
Gate Arrays(FPGAs),however,existingarchitecturesfor LZC
targetASICsandtothebestofauthorsknowledgespecificLZC
implementationstailoredtoFPGAstructureshavenotbeenpre-
sented.Inthispaper,theimplementationofLZConXilinxFPGA
isconsideredanditisshownthatbycarefullyadaptingtheLZC
designtotheFPGAstructure, moreefficientimplementationscan
beobtained.In moredetail,LZCdesignsfordifferentbit-widths
arepresentedandevaluated. Theresultsshowthatsignificant
reductionsintheFPGAresourcesneededareobtainedthatreach
33%LUTssavingfor32bitvectorsand20%LUTssavingfor64
bitvectors.

Index Terms—Leading Zero Count, FPGAs, HyperLogLog,
Floatingpointarithmetic

I.INTRODUCTION

Countingthenumberofleadingzeros(orones)inabinary
vectorisanimportantoperationtooptimizetheimplementation
offloatingpointarithmeticunitsbyusingLeadingZeroCount
(LZC)andhasbeenstudiedfordecades[1]. The workto
implementandfurtheroptimizetheLZCcontinueswiththeuse
forexampleofapproximatecircuitstoreducethecomplexity
orerrordetectionschemes[2],[3]. Morerecently,countingthe
numberofleadingzeroshasbecomeanimportantoperation
inBigDataapplicationsasitisutilizedinsomekeysketches
whichareusedtoprocessdatastreams,forexample,theHy-
perLogLogcardinalityestimationsketch[4]anditsextensions
tosupportmultiplestreams[5]orintheHyperminhashsketch
forsimilarityestimation[6].

Therefore,LeadingZeroCountingisanimportantoperation
andseveralschemeshavebeenproposedtoimplementitef-
ficiently,forexample, [7],[8].In[8],a mathematicalframe
workispresented whichuniformlyreducestheequationsof
LZCtocarry-lookaheadoperations.Similarly,[7]modifiesthe
workof[8]byusingcomplexgatestoimprovethespeedof
theLZC.AnimportantpointisthatallpreviousworksonLZC
designtarget ApplicationSpecificIntegrated Circuit(ASIC)
implementationsandarenotoptimizedto mapefficientlyto
modernFPGAfabrics.

FieldProgrammableGateArrays(FPGAs)haveevolvedinto
complexSystemonChips(SoC)thatintegrateprocessors,high
speedI/Osandavastamountoflogicand memoryresources
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Fig.1. Structureofthe16bitLZC[8]

which makesthemattractivefor manyapplications[9].In
particular,bigdataprocessingsketchescanbeimplementedon
FPGAs[10]andthesameappliestofloatingpointarithmetic
units[11].

Therefore,itisofinteresttoimplementLZConFPGAsas
specificcircuitscanbeadaptedtotheFPGAstructuretoobtain
moreefficientimplementations.This,forexample,hasbeen
doneforTernaryContentAddressable Memory(TCAM)emu-
lationonFPGAswhereevenreconfigurationcanbeexploited
toachievebetterimplementations[12]. However,tothebest
ofourknowledgethereisnopreviousworkonoptimizingthe
implementationofLZConFPGAs.Inthispaper,theimple-
mentationofLZConXilinxFPGAsisconsideredandefficient
designsareproposedandevaluated.Theproposedschemeis
tailoredtoXilinx’sFPGAfabricandthusitsevaluationisonly
relevantforXilinxFPGAs.However,theresultsarevalidfor
allseries7FPGAsthatare widelyusedinrealdesigns.For
example,the Hyperloglogaccelerationpresentedin[10]uses
Xilinx’sFPGAs.

Therestofthepaperisorganizedasfollows.InsectionII,
thebackgroundonLZCimplementationandexistingdesigns
iscovered.TheproposedLZCtailoredto XilinxFPGAsis
presentedinsectionIIIandevaluatedinsectionIV.Thepaper
ends withtheconclusionandsomeideasforfuture workin
sectionV.

II. LEADINGZEROCOUNT(LZC)IMPLEMENTATION

Leadingzeroisdefinedasthenumberofconsecutivezeros
startingfromtheMostSignificantBit(MSB)uptothefirstnon-
zerodigitinabinarynumber.ALZCunithasnbitsofinput
dataXn,Xn 1,Xn 2......X1, whereXn isthe MSB.The
outputoftheLZCunitconsistsofLog2(n)bitscontainingthe
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leading zero count Z and a flag V . If all bits of the input data are
zero the flag V is set to 1, for the rest of the combinations, the
value of Z indicates the number of leading zeros. For example,
for 8-bit input data 00001010, the output of LZC (V Z2Z1Z0) is
(0100)2. Similarly, for the all zero combinations of input data,
the output is (1000)2.

The first method for determining the leading-zero count is
based on one hot representation [11]. In this representation, the
intermediate string S is produced in which the bits are marked
as one up to the position of leading one of a word and the
remaining most significant bits are kept as zero. The string S
increases monotonically from 00 to 01 to 11. It can never have
a value equal to 10. Exploiting this monotonically increasing
property of the string S, authors in [8] simplify the equations
for Zi and V as

V = X8 +X7 +X6 +X5 +X4 +X3 +X2 +X1 (1)

Z2 = X8 +X7 +X6 +X5 (2)

Z1 = X8 +X7 +X6.X5(X4 +X3) (3)

Z0 = X8 +X5.X6 +X7.X5.X4 +X7.X5.X3.X2 (4)

In the above equations, Z0 determines the leading zero
count as an odd or even number. The authors in [8] further
exploit this property to design a mathematical framework for a
simplified prediction circuit. The computational complexity of
the prediction circuit resembles a well known carry-lookahead
technique in a unified manner. The work was further modified in
[7] by replacing equations (1) and (2) with complex gates (see
equations (5) to (8)) to reduce the delay of the LZC structure.

V = X8 +X7.X6 +X5.X4 +X3.X2 +X1 (5)

Z2 = X8 +X7 +X6 +X5 (6)

Z1 = X7 +X6.[(X5 +X4) +X3 +X2] (7)

Z0 = X8 +X5.X6.[X7 +X5 +X4 + (X3.X2) (8)

The two LZC structures are modular and regular. Larger
LZC units can be constructed by using several smaller units as
building blocks. Fig.1 shows the construction of a 16-bit LZC
unit. The 16-bit LZC consists of two smaller 8-bit LZC units
and a combining logic (consists of basic gates). In our proposed
methodology, we present a new approach to implement the basic
8-bit LZC unit and combining logic by keeping the structure of
7 series Xilinx FPGA into consideration.

III. PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION

This section presents the proposed method for implementing
the Leading Zero Count on 7-series Xilinx FPGAs. The main
logic resource used for implementing LZC is the on-chip dual-
port LUTs that are located in all the SLICEs of the Xilinx
FPGAs. Each slice contains four Look-Up Tables (LUTs) la-
beled as LUTA, LUTB, LUTC, and LUTD. These LUTs can be
configured either as 6-input LUT with single output, or as two
5-input LUTs with two outputs. As in most existing designs,
our proposed scheme uses an 8-bit LZC as building block.
Therefore, first the proposed 8-bit LZC design is presented and
then generalised to 16 bit and 32 bit LZCs. The 8-bit LZC is

Fig. 2. Structure of the proposed 8 bit LZC: (a) truth table implemented by
LUTA,LUTB and LUTC, (b) truth table implemented by LUTD, (c) overall
diagram of the proposed 8-bit LZC module

designed to fit in a single slice of Xilinx FPGAs which makes
it efficient and easy to use as a building block for larger LZC
units.

In our approach, the six most significant bits of the input data
i.e. X8, X7, X6, X5, X4, X3 are used to determine the partial
count value bits of LP1 int, LP2 and LP3 as shown in Fig.
2(a). Three LUTs; LUTA, LUTB and LUTC, are configured
as 6x1 LUTs to produce the partial count values as shown in
Fig.2(c). LUTA is configured with FA, LUTB is configured with
FB, and LUTC is configured with FC, as given in (9), (10) and
(11), respectively. In this way a six input priority encoder is
implemented to calculate the number of consecutive zeros in
the input data.

LP1int = FA = X3.X4.X6.X8 +X7.X8 +X5.X6.X8 (9)

LP2 = FB = (X3.X4 +X5 +X5.X6).(X7.X8) (10)

LP3 = FC = X5.X6.X7.X8 (11)

The remaining two least significant bits X2 and X1 can only
modify the value of the final count when LP1intLP1LP2 are
110. To accommodate the effect of X1 and X2, we use another
table as shown in Fig.2 (b). To implement this table, we use
another LUT (LUTD) in 5x2 configuration as shown in Fig.2.
Inputs to LUTD are LP1int, LP2, LP3, X2 and X1.The O5
output of LUTD is configured with FD1 and O6 with FD2 using
(12) and (13), respectively. Finally, we assign V=LP4, Z2=LP3,
Z1=LP2 and Z0=LP1. It is worth to mention here that the value
of count 8 will be 1111 instead of 1000. However, when the
flag V is ”1” the count is considered as 8 and the value of Z
does not matter.

LP1 = FD1 = LP1int +X2.LP2.LP3 (12)
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Fig. 3. The proposed structure for a 16-bit LZC

LP4 = FD2 = X1.X2.LP1int.LP2.LP3 (13)

This proposed design of the 8-bit LZC matches perfectly the
structure of the FPGA fitting on a single Slice and using all its
LUTs.

To implement a 16-bit LZC unit, two 8-bit LZC units are
used as shown in Fig.3. One is used for the lower byte input
data and the other for higher byte data. Using following Boolean
functions ((14) to (18)), outputs from the 8-bit LZC units can be
combined to implement a 16-bit LZC. The LUT implementation
of these equations is shown in red boxes. LUT type 1 is used in
5x2 configuration to implement (18) and (17). Similarly, LUT
type 2 in 5x2 configuration is used to implement (16) and (14).
Equation (15) depends only on one variable and does not need
any LUT. In this way, only two LUTs are used to implement
the extension circuit for 16-bit LZC from two 8-bit LZC units.

V = VH .VL (14)

Z3 = VH (15)

Z2 = VH .Z2H + VH .Z2L (16)

Z1 = VH .Z1H + VH .Z1L (17)

Z0 = VH .Z0H + VH .Z0L (18)

Similarly, the implementation of 32-bit LZC is illustrated in
Fig.4, where two LUT type1 and one LUT for OR gate are used
to implement the following logic equations:

V = VH .VL (19)

Z4 = VH (20)

Z3 = VH .Z3H + VH .Z3L (21)

Z2 = VH .Z2H + VH .Z2L (22)

Z1 = VH .Z1H + VH .Z1L (23)

Z0 = VH .Z0H + VH .Z0L (24)

From the discussion of the proposed designs, it can be seen
that a significant effort has been made to efficiently map the
LZC to the FPGA structure. The design has also been extended
to 64-bit LZC using similar structures. The aim is to use fewer
resources in terms of LUTs than when using generic tools for
the mapping such as Vivado. This is in fact the case as will be
seen in the evaluation results presented in the following section.

Fig. 4. The proposed structure of 32 bit LZC

IV. EVALUATION

The proposed LZC architecture has been implemented on a
Xilinx Artix 7-series 28nm xc7a100tcsg324 FPGA device with
-2 speed grade using Vivado HLx 16.3 design suite. The results
are collected for 8, 16, 32 and 64 bit sizes. All the reported re-
sults are based on post-place and post-route implementation. For
comparison, several existing designs were also implemented.
For example, [8] and [7] are also implemented using same
FPGA device. The reasons for reproducing the work of [8] and
[7] are threefold: 1) the reported results in [7] are implemented
on Xilinx SPARTAN-3E XC3S250E device which has 4-input
LUT structure, whereas the 7-series FPGA has 6-input LUTs.
2) the SPARTAN-3E XC3S250E device is based on 90nm
technology, whereas 7-series is based on 28nm technology. 3)
The reported results for the larger circuits (32 bit and 64 bit)
are ASIC based, whereas we implement all the structures on
FPGA. Thus for fair comparison the work of [8] and [7] are
reproduced on same FPGA. We have also implemented the
built-in HLS functions ( builtin clz and builtin clzll) for 32
bits and 64 bits inputs [14]. The generated Verilog code uses if-
else statements in a progressive manner from MSB to LSB and
assigns the number of leading zeros to the output whenever
a 1 is encountered. As there are no built- in functions for 8
and 16 bit inputs, utilizing the builtin clz and builtin clzll
for those cases, results in the same LUT utilization. Therefore,
for those cases, we have taken the generated Verilog codes
and manually converted them to 8 and 16 bit equivalent ones.
Finally, the design in [13] was also implemented and mapped to
the FPGA. It is worth mentioning that we used Vivado default
area optimizer for getting the implementation results of all the
designs.

The comparison of the proposed LZC for different configura-
tions with [7], [8], [13] and [14] is presented in Table I. In this
table the comparison is made in terms of LUTs/Slice utilization,
power, delay and their product PADP. Our proposed scheme
shows significant improvements in LUTs and Slice utilization.
For the largest 64 bit configuration, the maximum saving is 15
LUTs (20%) w.r.t to [7] with a minimum of 11 LUTs (15.5%)
saving with respect to [8] and [13]. Similarly, Slice saving vary
from 17% to 7% w.r.t [7] and [14], respectively. Likewise, the
proposed method consumes less power than the other methods.
For example, the saving in power consumption varies from 15%
to 3% w.r.t [7] and [14], respectively, for a64 bit configuration,
Therefore, the proposed designs provide significant gains both
in terms of resource usage and power consumption.

Comparing with other existing methods, the proposed method
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TABLE I
RESOURCE UTILIZATION, POWER IN MW, SPEED IN ŁOWERCASENS AND

POWER X LUTS X DELAY PRODUCT (PADP) FOR DIFFERENT
CONFIGURATION OF LZC

bits [7] [8] [13] [14] Proposed

LUTs

8 6 5 – 5 4
16 16 14 – 14 10
32 39 33 36 36 26
64 75 71 71 73 60

SLICEs

8 2 2 – 2 1
16 6 5 – 5 4
32 16 12 12 12 9
64 29 28 28 26 24

Power

8 4.41 4.32 – 3.41 3.86
16 6.36 6.02 – 6.49 5.03
32 6.83 6.77 7.063 6.77 6.36
64 8.84 8.04 7.71 8.17 7.45

Delay

8 1.92 1.62 – 2.2 1.87
16 1.98 2.06 – 2.38 2.71
32 2.76 2.84 2.94 2.92 3.03
64 3.52 3.40 3.70 3.66 3.83

PDAP

8 50.8 34.99 – 37.51 28.87
16 201.48 173.62 – 216.25 136.31
32 735.18 634.48 747.55 711.66 501.04
64 2333.76 1940.86 2025.41 2182.86 1712.01

shows degradation in speed. However, it must be noted that the
delay is in all cases below 4ns so that a frequency of operation
of at least 250 Mhz can be supported even with 64 bits. This
means that for many designs that operate at that frequency or
smaller ones, the LZC would meet the timing requirements. For
practical designs, what is needed is that the LZC meets the delay
needed to support the target operating frequency. For sketches,
that is commonly the case. For example in [10] that accelerates
Hyperloglog, a target frequency of 322Mhz was used. In that
case, the proposed LZC for the 32-bit values used in Hyperlolog
can be used as its delay even if slightly larger than existing
designs is 3.03 ns.

The Power Area Delay Product (Power x LUTs x Delay
(PADP)) shows improvement in performance. For example,
this improvement varies from 26% to 15% w.r.t [7] and [8],
respectively, for 64 bit configurations. Similarly, for a 32 bit
configuration the improvement is more than 20% over all other
methods. Thus the proposed method outperforms all state of the
art implementations in PADP. The main contributing factors to
this improved performance is lower resource usage.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, new Leading Zero Count (LZC) designs opti-
mized for Xilinx FPGAs have been presented. The new designs
take advantage of the architectural features of the FPGAs to
better map the LZC to the FPGA fabric. The 8 bit vector of
is divided into two blocks and then implemented on a single
slice. Similarly, the extension circuit to build larger LZCs from
8-bit ones uses LUTs in 5x2 LUT configuration to minimize the
number of LUTs. This means that not only the logic utilization
density but also the power consumption is reduced. The delay
is slightly larger than that of alternative approaches but the
overall Power Area Delay Product is lower. Therefore, the
proposed designs are of interest to reduce resource usage or
power consumption and also to minimize the PADP.
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